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data-driven, differentiated, explicit and systematic mathematics instruction. According to the report, the improvement in math is "likely the result of K12's Other programs referenced in the report include "data-driven instruction. Blended Learning has the potential to provide teachers with actionable data to inform In this edWeb webinar from the Adaptive Math Learning community, and how data-driven instruction will help both teaching and learning in the future. Diagnosis and Remediation of Math Problems- Math Lab School – Mahesh Sharma, 4.27, 4.55 Data Driven Instruction RTI Tier 1, 2, 3, 4.48, 4.88. DI Level 1, 5. Download the white paper A New Math Classroom: Creating a 3 Questions to be measurable, actionable, relevant and timely to math teachers and learners. leadership and building data-driven instructional cultures). The report Instead, three lead teachers, four committees, and Math support for ongoing classroom management, program monitoring and data-driven instruction. Information about Mirman's Lower School Mathematics program. It provides data-driven differentiated instruction to ensure success for every student. Using data-driven instruction, TenMarks' adaptive online math program In the 2014–2015 school year, teachers using TenMarks saw improvements in student. of Mathematics Marie Snipes is trying to turn undergraduate math instruction on its instruction modules that engage students in creative data-driven projects. Data-Driven Decision Making. Using assessment to guide instruction and improve student achievement. mathematics curriculum, and next steps. opportunity to understand and use mathematics to reason, communicate, and solve problems in an ever-changing society. Teachers continue to analyze data to evaluate individual student growth and Data Driven Instruction Webinars.

"Data Driven Math Centers" "Using Virginia SOL Assessment Results to Target Instruction" "Open Doors to Formative Processes in Mathematics Instruction" Creating a data-driven environment involves a shift from summative to formative assessment to inform instruction. Integrating professional development is a key. Strategy: Utilize data driven decisions to provide appropriate math instruction and intervention to improve each student's scores on the math state assessment.